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ABSTRACT  

This paper provides a detailed understanding behind the motives of people committing crimes. Researchers 

have named ―the people committing crime, where the crimes were minimal and confined to a particular 

area of administration‖ as Grass Eaters. People involved in white collar crimes and which has spread in 

almost all fields of business are termed as Meat Eaters. With the advent of technology and growth of 

education, white collar crimes are on the rise, being protected by professionals finding loopholes in the 

judiciary and support from the government indirectly. This has created a nexus where people from almost 

all walks of life have started forming group to do white collar crimes and being protected by professionals in 

law. This has lead to a situation where the small timers have become white collar criminals. Talking about 

the prevalence of white collar crimes in India, they are spreading like a rapid fire in every sphere of society. 

Though corruption, one of the species of white collar crimes, has been the most talked about issue in all 

spheres-social, economic and political, not much stringent steps/actions have been taken to curb this 

menace. Therefore the concern of this paper is to define white collar crime, study its historical development 

and formulate tentative solutions for eradicating the problem.  
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 INTRODUCTION 

. This idea developed with the Criminologist and Sociologist Edwin H. Sutherland, in the year 1939, who 

advanced the term ‗white neckline wrongdoings' by characterizing such a wrongdoing as one ―committed 

by an individual of decency and high societal position over the span of his occupation.‖ Sutherland 

additionally included violations submitted by partnerships and other legitimate elements inside his 

definition. Sutherland's investigation of salaried wrongdoing was incited by the view that criminology had 

erroneously centered around social and financial determinants of wrongdoing, for example, family 

foundation and dimension of riches. It is consistent with the basic information that there are sure callings 

which offer worthwhile open doors for criminal acts and dishonest practices which is all the time neglected 

by the general mass of the general public. There have been law breakers and untrustworthy people in 

business, different callings, who will in general become deceitful as a result of no reason separated from the 

thirst of increasing increasingly more for themselves. These degenerates have least respect for moral and 

good human qualities. Along these lines, they carry on their unlawful exercises without any potential 

repercussions without the dread of loss of regard and renown. These wrongdoings are of the idea of clerical 

violations which is the basic result of the advancement of the skilled economy of the twenty-first century. 

 

CHRONOLOGICAL MILIEU OF THE EMERGENCE OF WHITE COLLAR  

CRIMES  

The earliest documented case of white-collar crime law dates back to 15th century is England. There has 

been a case popularly known as the Carrier‘s case of 1473, where the agent was entrusted to transport wool 

and he attempted to steal some of it for him. Therefore the Star Chamber and Exchequer Chamber of the 
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English Court of Law adopted the ‗breaking bulk‘ doctrine as it constituted the crime of larceny. However, 

the growth of industrial capitalism in the eighteenth century ushered a new history of crime and criminality. 

The very base of industrial capitalism is based on coercion and robbery. Now, before we discuss the topic 

let us understand the meaning of capitalism The process of emergence of these conditioned was termed by 

Karl Marx as ‗primitive accumulation‘ while in the words of Adam Smith, it was ‗previous accumulation.‘ 

Therefore, the Dutch Marxist, William Bonger contended that criminal attitude develops among the working 

class under capitalism due to conditions of misery and at the same time the criminal attitude develops 

among the bourgeoisie from the avarice fostered when capitalism strives.It succeeded in United States of 

America in 1890, when Congress passed the Sherman Antitrust Act which took the initiative to make the 

monopolistic trade illegal. Other industrialized countries like Great Britain had a history of penalties 

involving whitecollar crime by that time, but it was not as sweeping as the Sherman Act. Some nations 

implemented a smattering of these laws, known as competition or antitrust law, but did not have a strong 

binding force for a long time. But more anti-white-collar crime sentiment rose in the late 19th century and 

early 20th century in the United States as a result of a group of journalists known as muckrakers. They laid 

much focus on the prevalent stock fraud, insurance fraud and underhanded practices of monopolistic 

companies that had grabbed under the Sherman Act. The muckrakers‘ exposes gave rise to public 

resentment and thereby called for in some reform. By 1914, Congress attempted to solidify and strengthen 

the sentiment laid down by the Sherman Act, which was used against labour unions, with the Clayton 

Antitrust Act. This Act was much stricter and went much further than the Sherman Act in making particular 

monopolistic practices illegal. 

WHITE COLLAR CRIMES IN INDIA 

The road wrongdoing, particularly grabbing and engine vehicle burglary, moderately down contrasted with 

2010, the year 2011 genuinely had a place with the unremarkable cubicle criminals. The quantities of such 

crooks captured by the wrongdoing branch this year saw a monstrous increment—108 percent — as 148 

individuals were captured for fiddling with office wrongdoing as opposed to only 71 out of 2010. ―In all, 

around 20 composed cubicle rackets were busted a year ago and cash and resources, adding up to R4.5 

crore, a great many cell phones utilized in the commission of crime and three dozen vehicles were 

recovered,‖ said a senior police officer. The rundown incorporates culprits of lottery extortion, counterfeit 

enrolment racketeers ,ATM fraudsters, travel specialists, property vendors, operators promising phony court 

sworn statements and death endorsements just as the two people working phony fellowship clubs. 

Meanwhile, the Economic Offenses Wing (EoW) of the Delhi Police captured more than 16 3crooks in 

1,358 cases running from those of land snatching to counterfeit employment rackets and attached property 

esteemed at sums evaluated to be between Rs. 350 to Rs. 500 crore. ―This year, we focused more on 

individual cases rather than those in which a few people were victimised. We got more manpower,‖ said 

Vivek  Gogia, joint CP (EoW).  

 

Cushy violations are to be considered as a worldwide wonder to which India is no exception. As examined 

before, cushy violations rose in India with the appearance of the British colonization amid the time of 

mechanical private enterprise. Before that, examples of men working with the District treasury stealing with 

the cash held under his sheltered authority orbribing rehearsed among the authorities were found. In this 

way, the professional wrong doings were confined as far as possible. Consequently, the general population 

enjoying the cushy violations at that point can to said to be minor ‗grass eaters' the general population in the 

advanced occasions have achieved the phase of meat-eaters.  
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WHITE COLLAR -LEGAL PROFESSION 

The office wrongdoings turned into a marvel to be figured with modern insurgency. Current modern 

industrialist economy which advanced with time ended up complex in nature as it built up a developing 

business nexus among protection, banking, stocks and related corporate issues. This thusly, offered ascend 

to basic lawful complexities identifying with property rights and other lawful issues which made ready for 

the introduction of another class of experts of backers who for the sake of giving equity began abetting in 

the wrong and subsequently sought after their own limited intrigue. Countless developed, who overlook the 

devout pledge of serving the general public and began searching for the legitimate escape clauses and 

packed basically in assisting the rich business visionaries to become more extravagant. They made broad 

investigation to give a shot ways for most extreme tax avoidance for these rich corporate identities just as 

for themselves. The salaried violations submitted by these legitimate specialists just limits in dealing with 

illicit techniques for tax-avoidance. There are visit examples of deceitful and untrustworthy practices like 

that of creating false proof, drawing in expert observers, accordingly disregarding moral guidelines of 

lawful calling and late strategies in agreement with the pastoral staff of the courts. 

he examples of office crimes submitted in the Indian culture by the legal counselors, there falsehood the 

dishonorable outlines of Magistrates and judges engaged with perpetrating crimes.They for the sake of 

translating the laws frequently go about as the defensive shield for the goons having or not-having any 

political shading and enable them to go free while they ought to have been exposed to discouragement. It is 

the most lamentable circumstance in the meantime pulverizing, on the grounds that here the wrongdoings 

are submitted by those people who are being given by the State the obligation to guarantee equity. 

INDIA CRIME AND FRAUD IN WHITE COLLAR 

2010-2011 Annual Global Fraud Survey report of Kroll directed by Economist Intelligence Unit gives 

anticipated outcomes. Misrepresentation keeps on being a major issue worldwide and all the more so in 

India. Of the organizations studied, internationally 75% detailed encountering extortion amid the year. 

Though the figure has diminished in contrast with earlier year's 88%, the circumstance is as yet troubling 

In India, the circumstance is sad, with 84% associations revealing that they experienced extortion amid the 

year. It is reminder for India, as it is positioned second worldwide after Africa and offers the situation with 

China. 

In the vast majority of the cases, India is doing much more regrettable than its worldwide partners are. 

Overall administration irreconcilable circumstance, inside budgetary extortion, debasement and 

renumeration and merchant acquisition related cheats have expanded. Physical burglary of advantages and 

data robbery diminished. Indian business essential torment focuses are defilement and renumeration, data 

robbery, inward money related extortion, monetary botch and merchant acquirement. 

1.COST OF FRAUD: 

The report addresses the most applicable inquiry identifying with misrepresentation – what is the misfortune 

brought about by extortion? The evaluated figure given in the report is that comprehensively associations 

endured 2.1% income misfortune because of extortion. For India, the rate is higher at 2.4%.  

Further investigation accessible in the report says that 18% of the organizations announced a profit loss of 

over 4%. A fourth of these most influenced organizations endured misfortunes over 10%. These 

organizations are announcing debasement, gift, illegal tax avoidance and administrative breaks every now 
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and again. Be that as it may, they are doing nothing about it. The absence of misrepresentation counteractive 

action and examination measures is causing gigantic misfortunes in these organizations.  

Indian organizations are poorly arranged to the battle extortion hazard. Simply half organizations have 

foundation screening, outsider due tirelessness and other extortion aversion measures set up. In my view, 

India does not have satisfactorily prepared extortion examiners as a major aspect of the hazard supervisory 

groups. Generally, the emphasis is on fiscal summaries reviews and inner reviews. These audits are not done 

to identify frauds. 

2. THE INSIDE JOB: 

The executives thinks that its difficult to acknowledge this reality that inside representatives and related 

parties direct generally cheats. The report specifies that insiders led 60% of the cheats universally. That is, 

28% junior representatives, 21% senior workers and 11% outsider operators led cheats. In India, 59% of the 

fakes were directed by interior sources.  

The cheats led by senior representatives cause more harm to the organization. Not exclusively are the 

budgetary figures bigger, the notoriety harm is enormous. In any case, the organizations in India still don't 

have sufficient spotlight on interior controls and the executives controls.  

Notwithstanding, government has started a few stages to address the abnormal state of fakes in Indian 

private part. In my view, the Indian government's choice to give more capacity to the Serious Fraud 

Investigation Office (SFIO) in the new Companies Bill is a positive development. SFIO will be in a 

situation to lead more examinations, captures, strikes and seizures. This would put a few brakes on the 

heightening budgetary misrepresentation cases in India. 

3. CORRUPTION & BRIBERY IN INDIA: 

The report has a unique inclusion on debasement in India. It demonstrates that the 2010-2011 defilement 

and extortion cases in India – 2G telecom trick, Adarsh Society trick, CWG fraud,various land tricks and so 

on – have adversely affected India's notoriety universally. A decade ago delineated India's development 

story. The legislature and private division post freedom never had it so great. Enormous ventures were 

intended to improve foundation. With advancement outside speculation streams expanded. The unexpected 

spurt in economy likewise brought about higher insatiability and debasement took off. The cases show how 

senior dimension legislators and business heads who were greatly venerated and regarded bargained their 

morals.  

According to the report, 78% of the Indian associations have expressed that they are very decently helpless 

against debasement. In my view, this is putting it mildly; around 90-95% of the organizations are presented 

to defilement. The worldwide auxiliaries in India are likewise fundamentally influenced by debasement.  

Despite the fact that the FCPA or potentially UKBA are pertinent to them, the demonstrations don't have 

much teeth in Indian situation. In my view, the US/UK specialists will almost certainly finish just on the 

greater cases, and the littler ones will be overlooked. Henceforth, the viability of these demonstrations is 

constrained. Besides, the created nations have an uneven perspective on debasement. They disallow their 

very own nation's organizations from paying influences. Be that as it may, take kickbacks cash stores from 

Indian (and different nations) legislators and businesspersons in their nation's banks. This supports tax 

evasion as opposed to diminishing debasement. In spite of the fact that, India has a Prevention Against 

Corruption Act, it hasn't decreased debasement. According to the demonstration, government authorities 
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can't get any type of fixes or oil installments. In any case, getting 2-10% pay off of complete contract 

esteem appointed is very predominant. The India Against Corruption minute driven by Anna Hazare has 

constrained government to issue a solid Lokpal Bill.The charge expected to be passed in this winter session 

of the parliament. The execution of the bill may control the interest side of defilement somewhat. As of late 

in October 2011, the Prime Minister declared, ―that his administration was dealing with proposition to 

condemn private division renumeration and to likewise make illicit delight of remote open authorities an 

offence.‖ This is in accordance with United Nations Convention Against Corruption, which India had closed 

down before in the year. The administration is likewise wanting to issue a bill to secure informants. The two 

bills mutually would have huge effect on controling supply side of debasement 

SHOCKING MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT WHITE-COLLARED CRIME 

The latest issue of Psychology Today has a short segment on four noteworthy fantasies that are with regards 

to white-captured wrongdoing—normally portrayed as an illicit demonstration submitted for monetary 

profit.  

1. white-captured violations are peaceful—since white-apprehended wrongdoing is normally described as 

peaceful, many are inclined to this legend. Be that as it may, hoodlums as a rule have a feeling of 

qualification and requirement for control.  

2. Desk crooks are generously compensated—you might consider celebrated Ponzi connivers like Bernie 

Madoff or Allen Sanford here, yet white-captured culprits too rely upon ineffectively paid subordinates. 

3. Clerical hoodlums are generally upstanding residents—about 40% of whitecollared lawbreakers have a 

record.  

4. It's about money—Yes, there are inadequately paid salaried offenders, however the genius of the 

wrongdoing could be rich. Specialists state "peer weight, organization culture, and unadulterated hubris" 

cause individuals to perpetrate white-apprehended wrongdoings.  

 

CONCLUSION 

India to keep up its development story needs to diminish misrepresentation and debasement in government 

furthermore, private part. As recently referenced defilement and extortion prevent multinationals from 

putting resources into the nation. The lessening in remote direct interest in 2011 and the worldwide 

monetary foundations surge of assets from securities exchanges are clear markers of the negative effect of 

extortion and defilement. Subsequently, Indian government must improve administration and make exacting 

move against the wrongdoers. Representative Auditor General is demonstrating the path forward, the need 

of great importance is for ideological groups to have the soul to tidy up the wreckage. The private segment 

must execute extortion counteractive action measures and spotlight on morals to lessen fakes. The two parts 

need to work together to limit misrepresentation hazards in India. The reasons of defenses are there for the 

strategies utilized for the control of cubicle wrongdoings, the uncertainty of the social reaction to this sort is 

so identified with more extensive social components which have both target and abstract measurements. As 

has been so referenced a progressively abstract wellspring of vacillation in the social reaction to office 

violations is the suspicion that there is less open worry about these practices so named as office violations, 

and along these lines there is a less help for serious sanctions than in the instances of wrongdoings which 

are customary road violations. Be that as it may, regardless of whether there was more prominent open 
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vacillation towards cubicle wrongdoings in contrast with the customary wrongdoings, scholars, for example, 

Box has viewed this as a further test to sharpen individuals to not seeing procedures in which they are 

misled calamities or mishaps. Thusly, the aphorism ought to dependably be aversion is superior to fix. Since 

the demonstrations included swindling open confidence and conviction, open in general mass should 

approach to secure the entire society from these covetous individuals who are wrecking the morals and 

ethical quality of the society gradually and gradually for their sole point of seeking after thin self. 
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